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Abstract— Now a day’s broadly use of real-time video
communication on the Internet requires adaptive
applications that can provide different levels of quality
depending on the amount of resources available. For
video coding algorithms must be designed to be useful in
bandwidth usage, processing requirements and quality of
the reconstructed signal. Of most algorithms developed,
SPIHT algorithm ever since its introduction for image
compression has received a lot of attention. Though
SPIHT is considerably simpler, efficient, completely
inserted codec provides good image quality, large PSNR,
optimized for modern image transmission, efficient
conjunction with error defence, form information on
demand but still it has some downsides that need to be
taken away for its better use. One of the main drawbacks
is its slow processing speed. To overcome this drawback, a
modified SPIHT algorithm called block based pass
parallel SPIHT for video compression is used. The video
is separated into individual frames and dual tree complex
wavelet transform is applied to the individual frames.
Then the wavelet coefficients are encoded using Block
based pass parallel SPIHT encoder. The bit stream
generated is decoded using Block based pass parallel
SPIHT decoder. Inverse wavelet transform is applied to
reconstruct the original frame from the decoded result.
The frames are concatenated to reconstruct the video.
The quality of the reconstructed video is measured in
terms of PSNR, MSE and Compression ratio.

spectral bands. In a moving video sequence, successive
frames of video are usually very similar. This is called
temporal redundancy. Eliminating temporal redundancy
result in further compression. By doing this, only that part of
frame will be sent which is changed previously. Generally,
changes between frames are due to movement in the scene
that can be almost as simple linear motion. From the previous
transmitted frames, we can predict the motion of regions and
send only the prediction error (motion prediction). By doing
so the video bit rate is further reduced. The compression
process involves applying an algorithm to the source video
that will create a compressed file which be ready for
transmission or storage. To execute the compressed file, an
inverse algorithm is applied to produce a video that shows
virtually the same content as the original source video. The
time taken for compress, send, decompress and display a file
is called latency. The more fast the compression algorithm,
the higher the latency. The combination of algorithms that
works together is called a video codec (encoder/decoder).
Video codecs of different standards are normally not
compatible with each other; i.e, video content that is
compressed using one standard cannot be decompressed with
a different standard. For instance, an MPEG-4 decoder will
not be working with an H.264 encoder. The aim of
compression is to represent an image/video with the least
amount of bits possible. There are “lossless” and “lossy”
modes in compression. In lossy compression, the image
quality may be degraded in order to meet a given target data
rate for storage and transmission.

Index Terms— Dual Tree complex wavelet transform
(DTCWT), set-partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT),
wavelet image coding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video compression technologies are about reducing and
removing redundant video data so that a digital video file can
be effectively sent over a network and stored on computer
disks. With efficient compression techniques, a significant
reduction in file size can be achieved with little or no adverse
effect on the visual quality. By raising the compression level
or a given compression technique vedio quality can be
affected. Three types of redundancies in colour video
sequences. They are classified by spatial, spectral and
temporal redundancy. Spatial redundancy exists among
neighbouring pixels in a frame. Pixel values usually don’t
changes frequently in a frame except near edges and highly
textured areas. Hence there is significant correlation among
neighbouring pixels, i.e used to predict pixel values in a frame
from nearby pixels. To obtain the error the predicted pixel is
subtracted from current error. The resulting residual frame
has lower entropy than that of the original frame. Spectral
Redundancy or correlation between different colour planes or

Fig1. Quadtree organization of wavelet cofficients in SPIHT
algorithm
Video Compression Based on 3D-SPIHT
The most energy of video image data are condensed or
accumulated to the low frequency by n levels of 3D-WT, so
the coefficients of these sub-bands should be treated
carefully, the others include the high frequency of respecting
to image detail. It is possible to increase the compression ratio
that giving up a lot of high frequency wavelet coefficients
which do not have influence on quality of image by using the
human visual system.
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A. 3D-SPIHT
The 3-D set partitioning in hierarchical trees (3D-SPIHT)
technique which is proposed by Kim and al. is extended from
the well known SPIHT coding algorithm. It is a simple and
efficient wavelet zero tree image coding algorithm which has
been proved its efficiency and its real-time capability in
compression of video. SPIHT algorithm product embedded
bit-stream which can be truncated at any point, we say that is
an embedded technique. So we can stop the compression
process at a desired rate . The wavelet coefficients are
considered as a collection of spatial orientation trees where
each tree is formed of coefficients from all sub bands
belonging to the same spatial location in an image . The
wavelet coefficients are scanned column then line, from low
sub-bands to high sub-bands. After that an iterative
3D-SPIHT algorithm selects an initial threshold based on the
largest wavelet coefficient . When the largest coefficient
magnitude in the set is greater than or equal to the selected
threshold, a tree wavelet coefficient set is significant. In the
3D-SPIHT algorithm we have two important passes: sorting
pass and refinement pass. A recursive partitioning is realized
on the tree. So the position of significant coefficient in the
descendants of the considered coefficient is identified . We
extend the SPIHT to encode the 3-D wavelet transform.
coefficients bit-plane at a time, scanning from the most
significant to the least significant bits. a straightforward
extension from the 2-D case is to form a node in 3-D SPIHT
as a block with eight adjacent pixels.
For a spatial-temporal orientation tree, in order to describe the
3D-SPIHT algorithm, the following notations are used:
C(i,j,k):a 3-D wavelet transform coefficient·
D(i,j,k):set of all descendants of node (i,j,k);
O(i,j,k):set of all offspring of node (i,j,k) ;
L(i,j,k)= D(i,j,k)-O(i,j,k);
H: set of all roots coordinates of spatiotemporal orientation
tree;
Type A means D(i,j,k) is insignificant, and the root of the
node in the set has been moved into LSP, or LIP is no need to
scan the root of the set.
Type B means L(i,j,k) is insignificant, the root and offspring
of the node have all been moved into LIP or LSP so it is
needless to scan the root and offspring of the set.
Similar to 2D-SPIHT, 3D-SPIHT
algorithm is used to video compression which include
initialization, sorting of pixels, the refinement stage and
threshold update. There are three lists to record relevant
information: the list of isolated significant pixels (LSP); the
list of isolated insignificant pixels (LIP); and the list of
insignificant sets (LIS).

=

The 3D-SPIHT algorithm works as follows:
Initialization step:
• n=0
• LSP= Ø
• LIP: all the coefficients without any parents (coefficient
from the LLL)
• LIS: all coefficients from the LIP with descendants (as type
A)
Sorting pass:
For each entry (i,j,k) of the LIP
• Output (i,j,k)
• If (i,j,k)=l, move (i,j,k) in LSP and output the sign of
c(i,j,k).
For each entry (i,j,k)of the LIS
• If the entry is type A
---Output ( D(i,j,k))
---If ( (D(i,j,k))=l then
* For all (i',j',k') O(iJ,k) : output (i',j',k'); if
(i',j',k')=l, add (i',j',k') to the LSP and output the sign of
C(i',j',k') else, add (i',j',k') to the end of the LIP.
Critical point for tree-crossing!
* If L(i,j,k)
, move (i,j,k) to the end of the LIS as a type B
entry
Else, remove (i,j,k) from the LIS
• If the entry is type B
---Output (L(i,j,k))
---If (L(i,j,k))=l
* Add all (i',j',k') O(i,j,k) the to the end of the LIS As a type
A entry
* Remove (i,j,k)from the LIS
Refinement pass:
• For all entries (i,j,k) of the LSP except those included in
The last sorting pass:
• Output the nth most significant bit of C(i,j,k)
Increment of n and return to the sorting pass.
The decoder of the code bit-stream receives the outputs of the
significance tests and can therefore build the same lists, the
LIP,LIS, and LSP, as in the encoder. Therefore, as input bits
are read from the code-stream, it reconstructs the magnitude
and sign bits of LSP members seen by the encoder. The
coefficients of the final LIP and LIS sets are set to zero. In the
wavelet transform of an image, large sets of zero values exist
which are identified efficiently by SPIHT with a single bit.
Moreover, significant coefficients are never represented by
more bits than needed in their natural binary representation,
since the highest "1" bit is always known. One can refer to [1]
for more details.

The threshold n is:
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raises the coding efficiency and
reconstructed image quality. It
also reduces the image encoding
time.

In this project SPIHT is used
which reduces a lengthy process
of source coding or entropy
coding. This technique not only
was competitive in performance
with
the
most
complex
techniques, but was extremely
fast in execution and produced
an embedded bit stream.
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batter result as compare to other
wavelet and Neural Network.
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using
Neural
Network, SPIHT,
EZW & STW.
While compressing
the wavelet based
images, these have
shown
good
adaptability towards
a wide range of data,
while
existing
reasonable.
complexity
This paper presents
an approach for an
Image compression
Algorithm,
EZW
and SPIHT which is
an extension of
Shapiro’s embedded
Zero-tree Wavelet
Algorithm.
The
proposed
Partial
EZW
Algorithm
overcomes
the
difficulty of EZW
that
loses
its
efficiency
in
transmitting lower
bit planes
thispaper
new
wavelet
bi-orthogonal filter
coefficients
for
wavelet
decomposition and
reconstruction
of
image
are
introduced for better
compression
of
color images, when
the
image
is
compressed
by
using these filter
coefficient
in
DWT-SPIHT
schema then it
perform better than
DWT-SPIHT
schema
with
wavelet 9/7 filter.
Wavelet theory has
great potential in
color
image
compression. Our
work is based on 3D
discrete
wavelet
transform
using
SPIHT
algorithm
with
PSO
to
compress sequence
of color images
simultaneously.

Accuracy of the Image can also
be cleared with the help of
Training of Neural Network but
the time consuming in more. So
the SPIHT is better for time and
accuracy.

In this paper, we include integer
wavelet transform and region of
interest coding to Partial EZW &
SPIHT and hence it make it more
superior to EZW and SPHIT
Algorithm and it is proved

The SPIHT algorithm is applied
for
luminance
(Y)
and
chrominance (Cb,Cr) part of
RGB to YCbCr transformed
image. Reconstructed image is
verified using MSE and PSNR.
In this paper we are introducing a
new wavelet bi-orthogonal filter
coefficients.

In this project we obtained
improvement using 3D SPIHT
with PSO algorithm in terms of
compression ratio, mean-squared
error, and Peak signal to noise
ratio, correlation coefficient and
multi-scale structural similarity
index.
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CONCLUSION
We have analyzed from previous paper three-dimension set
partitioning in hierarchical trees algorithm in detail. There are
many algorithms to compress video but SPIHT
provides Highest Image Quality,
Progressive image transmission Fully embedded coded file
Simple
quantization
algorithm Fast
coding/decoding Completely
adaptive Lossless
compression Exact bit rate coding, Error protection so it can
say that it is more useful and attractive than others. The
coding efficiency and compression ratio compared to
traditional algorithm have improved highly by using the
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3D-SPIHT is the
modern-day
benchmark for three
dimensional image
compressions. The
three-dimensional
coding is based on
the sequence of
color images are
contiguous
and
there is no motion
between
image
slices
Set Partitioning in
Hierarchical Trees
(SPIHT)
is
an
improved version of
image compression.
This paper proposes
an implementation
of
discrete-time
wavelet transform
based image codec
using
Set
Partitioning
of
Hierarchical Trees
(SPIHT) combined
Huffman
coding.
This method gives
better performance
without
losing
image quality.
The
traditional
image
coding
technology
uses
redundant data in an
image to compress
it.
But
these
methods have been
replaced by digital
wavelet transform
based compression
method as these
methods have high
speed, low memory
requirements
and
complete
reversibility.

In this paper we found the
outstanding efficiency of the
DWT-SPIHT
image
compression solution. Our paper
confirms the proposed ideas of
image compression using SPIHT
with Huffman coding,

this work we are considering
SPIHT as a placement for
wavelet compression methods.
We are comparing it with
wavelet encoding scheme and
comparing in t bit error rate,
PSNR and MSE.

method of two kinds of wavelet bases to decompose the video
images based on 3D-WT and improvement on the traditional
3D-SPIHT. In terms of PSNR, the improved algorithm
outperforms the other coding algorithm. Because of adopting
integer variable during the whole coding process, it is easy to
be implemented in computer or other hardware devices. In
addition to this, 3D-SPIHT performs well by providing a fully
embedded bit stream. These properties are particularly
applied to network transmission or communication. In the
future, we will make full use of an adapted arithmetic coder
which would yield good results, and extend the improved
algorithm to enable its scalability with regards to different
temporal, spatial, and quality-level resolution. We can use
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composite algorithm with 3D SPIHT to enhance image and
video quality of compressed video.
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